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Abstract

Computational simulations using overset grids typically involve multiple steps and a variety of software modules. A graphical interface called OVERGRID has been specially designed for such purposes. Data required and created by the different steps include geometry, grids, domain connectivity information and flow solver input parameters. The interface provides a unified environment for the visualization, processing, generation and diagnosis of such data. General modules are available for the manipulation of structured grids and unstructured surface triangulations. Modules more specific for the overset approach include surface curve generators, hyperbolic and algebraic surface grid generators, a hyperbolic volume grid generator, Cartesian box grid generators, and domain connectivity pre-processing tools. An interface provides automatic selection and viewing of flow solver boundary conditions, and various other flow solver inputs. For problems involving multiple components in relative motion, a module is available to build the component/grid relationships and to prescribe and animate the dynamics of the different components.

1. Introduction

In recent years, overset grid methods have been successfully used to compute both steady and unsteady flows for many complex configurations. These computations have contributed to the design and analysis of a variety of aerospace and marine vehicles at government laboratories as well as in industry. One of the critical elements in such work is the time required to perform a complete configuration analysis. Clearly, trimming the time needed for the entire process will result in significant cost savings. The complete simulation process typically consists of virtual geometry construction (CAD work), geometry processing, surface and volume grid generation, domain connectivity, flow calculation, and solution post-processing. Up until recently, there has been little effort spent on trying to streamline the various steps of the process. Each step requires a number of tools and there is no one place from which all the tools can be accessed.

Two main approaches are being pursued to reduce the overall process time. The first is to develop automated algorithms and software tools that reduce or eliminate the user’s input at each step of the process. Examples of recent efforts in grid generation and domain connectivity are given in Refs. 19-21. The second approach to reduce process time is to incorporate all essential and robust tools into a single graphical interface environment (GUI). Clearly, if every step in the process is completely automated, a GUI is not necessary to produce a final result. Since the current state-of-the-art still requires user’s inputs at various stages, it is most convenient to work through the different steps in a graphical interface. This paper describes OVERGRID which is one of the very few interfaces available today that has been specially designed for applying the overset approach to complex geometries. A parallel effort has also been developed in the OVERTURE suite of tools.

2. Overview of Interface

2.1. Software Design

The OVERGRID interface belongs to a larger software package called Chimera Grid Tools (CGT). The CGT package consists of about 40 independent grid generation and solution analysis modules that run in batch mode, the OVERGRID graphical interface, a suite of Tcl scripts that can be used for automating overset-grid computations on complex configurations, and several libraries of common routines shared by the various tools (Fig. 1).

OVERGRID serves as a central portal to many of the modules which are called as batch processes, as well as a visualization tool for the working data (geometry and grids). By keeping each module separate from the graphical interface, a sequence of grid operations can be recorded in a script and reproduced easily without manual intervention. OVERGRID offers a script generation capability which automatically
 records all of the user's actions, excluding those related to visualization transforms. Comment lines are automatically inserted to identify the action types and batch modules used. The script is written in the Tool Command Language Tcl\textsuperscript{24} which provides high level functions and modularity. If a simple modification in one of the steps is desired (e.g., alter the number of points in a grid), the script can be edited and re-run in batch mode to reproduce all the steps rapidly.

Another advantage of calling batch mode modules from OVERGRID is the handling of single and double precision data. The input data type is automatically determined by OVERGRID and appropriate single or double precision executables are dynamically allocated for data storage. Preference settings in OVERGRID are used to specify directories where single and double precision executables of the batch mode modules are located. When the user initiates an action requiring a batch mode module, executables of the appropriate precision are automatically selected to operate on the data in batch mode. This procedure allows OVERGRID to operate on both single and double precision data without the need for code re-compilation.

OVERGRID is primarily written in C and Tcl/Tk\textsuperscript{24} The data input and output routines are written in Fortran for efficient execution speed. Rendering of objects is accomplished with OpenGL calls from the C program, while the interface widgets (e.g., buttons and entries) are built with Tcl/Tk. OpenGL rendering from a Tcl/Tk window is made possible by the Togl widget. The software has been ported to various UNIX workstations and personal computers running Linux, Macintosh OS-X or Windows NT. With its ease of use and conciseness, Tcl/Tk has been found to be enormously valuable in rapidly creating the desired professional look and feel of the interface. Moreover, the quick learning time allows the developers of grid generation codes to easily build the graphical interface themselves. The resulting software tends to be more practical and user-friendly than one built by GUI experts with limited grid generation and computational fluid dynamics experience.

2.2. Data Formats and Main Windows

Both geometry and grid data can be manipulated and created in OVERGRID. For the rest of this paper, the words 'entity' and 'grid' will be used interchangeably to denote any object stored in OVERGRID as part of a surface geometry description (surfaces) or a computational grid (volumes, surfaces, or curves). Surface geometry can be read into OVERGRID as multiple structured panels where each panel is a rectangular array of points in PLOT3D\textsuperscript{25} format, or as an unstructured surface triangulation in CART3D (http://www.nas.nasa.gov/~aftosmis/cart3d/cart3dTriangulations.html) or FAST\textsuperscript{26} formats. For surface triangulations, a tag is associated with each triangle which could be used to store component information. The CART3D format further supports a file containing both grid and scalar function data at the vertices of the triangulation (see description on DIAGNOS module in Section 3). Computational grids are always read and written in PLOT3D format - unformatted or formatted, single or multiple zone, with or without iblanks, single or double precision. The above attributes for an input file are automatically determined by OVERGRID.

Structured entities in OVERGRID are stored as discrete points and a J/K/L convention is employed to denote the index directions in a volume grid. Surface geometry definitions derived from CAD are frequently represented by Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) surfaces or solids. With OVERGRID currently limited to reading structured panels or unstructured triangles, another software package such as GRIDGEN\textsuperscript{27} is needed to convert other geometry formats into panel networks or triangles prior to using OVERGRID. Future plans for OVERGRID to read other data formats are given in Section 9.

On execution, OVERGRID will bring up the following four main windows shown in Fig. 2.

1. The Display window contains a graphical display of the entities currently in memory.
2. The Controls window contains widgets for setting various display options, resetting views, showing information on the number of volume, surface and curve entities currently in memory.
3. The Main window contains widgets for input and output of entities, script creation, access to the various modules, and general on-line help. More detailed on-line help is also available for the individual modules.
4. The Selection window contains widgets for performing selection of entities, blanking/unblanking of entities from view, and deletion of entities. A more direct entity selection mechanism is also available by clicking on the desired entities in the Display window.
3. General Grid Tools

General grid tools in OVERGRID fall into two classes: diagnostic tools for analyzing entity attributes, and manipulation tools for modifying entities. These are described in more details below.

3.1. Diagnostic Tools

The Controls window offers widgets for toggling the display of entity attributes such as tangent and normal vectors for surfaces and entity identification numbers as illustrated in Fig. 3.

An important attribute of overset grids not typically found in other gridding methods is an ‘iblank’ value associated with each grid point. The iblank value is used to denote whether the point is a field point, a hole point, or a fringe point. Field points are where the flow equations are solved and the dependent flow variables are computed. Hole points are points that lie outside the flow domain, e.g., points inside the solid surface of an object. The flow equations are not solved at these points. Fringe points are points where the dependent variables are interpolated from stencils in neighboring grids. Such points arise on boundaries of holes and on the outer boundaries of a grid. Points on grid outer boundaries are fringe points only if no flow solver boundary conditions are applied. A fringe point without a valid stencil is called an orphan point.

It is clear that visualization of the iblank value at the grid points is immensely helpful in checking and debugging the results of the domain connectivity process. OVERGRID can be used to display grid planes, where field points are connected by wireframes, hole points are not drawn, fringe points are colored by the grid number of the grid containing the interpolation stencil, and orphan points are highlighted in black against a white display background (Fig. 4). The $x$, $y$, $z$ coordinates, grid number, J, K, L indices and iblank value of a vertex can also be interrogated by picking the vertex via a hot key. For surface triangulations, information on specific vertices and faces can also be similarly obtained.

The DIAGNOS module accessible from the Main Menu window allows the user to check various grid quality functions. Wireframe representations of the grid surfaces are colored by the value of the grid quality function. Locations and values of the minimum and maximum are also reported to the user.

For structured surface entities, grid quality func-
Fig. 3 Display of entity attributes in OVERGRID. (a) Surface tangent vectors (arrow: J direction, line: K direction). (b) Surface normal vectors. (c) Entity identification numbers.

tions include stretching ratios and turning angles in the J and K directions, cell areas for surface grids, and grid induced truncation error estimates (Fig. 5a). The stretching ratios and truncation error estimates can be used to identify where more grid clustering is needed. The cell area diagnostic is useful in checking grid resolution compatibility in regions of grid overlap which is a critical requirement for good inter-grid communication.

For surface triangulations, available grid quality functions include vertex valence (number of triangles connected to a vertex), the minimum and maximum angle at a vertex, and a surface curvature estimate. High quality triangulations should have a vertex valence of around 6 everywhere, and the minimum and maximum angles at a vertex should not have large extrema. The surface curvature estimate could be used to identify surface features but a more robust formula that is independent of grid resolution needs to be determined. Further grid function display is provided for an annotated surface triangulation which contains one or more scalar functions at the vertices, e.g., pressure coefficient, density, and others (Fig. 5b).

Other features in the DIAGNOS module include a report on the number and percentage of blanked points, the number of orphan points from domain connectivity and the number of negative Jacobians in volume grids. A utility is provided to check the topology (periodic, axis, constant plane) of a surface grid and allow manual resetting of the topology if necessary. For example, a periodic grid with non-coincident start and end planes in the periodic direction can have these planes reset to being coincident.

3.2. Manipulation Tools

Four modules are available in OVERGRID for general grid manipulation.

GRIDED - Structured Grid Editing Tool

The GRIDED module provides the following list of commonly used functions for operations on one or more structured grids.

(12) Smooth any subset of a grid in one or more directions in J, K, and L.

(13) Generate surface or volume of revolution from a curve or surface, respectively.

(14) Find intersection curve(s) between an intersector surface and one or more intersectee surface grids.

TRIGED - Surface Triangulation Editing Tool

The TRIGED module provides the following list of commonly used functions for operations on an unstructured surface triangulation.

(1) Swap common edge between two adjacent triangles.

(2) Reverse one or more of J, K and L indices.

(3) Mirror about \(X = 0, Y = 0,\) or \(Z = 0\) plane.

(4) Scale or translate.

(5) Rotate about \(X, Y,\) or \(Z\) Cartesian axes.

(6) Resequence the identification numbers of a collection of grids.

(7) Extract a subset.

(8) Add extra layers of points at \(\pm J, \pm K, \pm L\) boundaries by extrapolating in the tangential, \(x, y,\) or \(z\) direction using a specified stretching ratio.

(9) Concatenate any two volume, surface or curve grids in the specified direction (J, K, or L).

(10) Split an entity into two along a constant J, K, or L direction at a specified index where the split entities may overlap in one or more points.

(11) Automatically concatenate any number of surface or curve grids in arbitrary relative orientations. A tolerance parameter allows adjacent grids separated by small gaps to be concatenated.

Fig. 5 (a) Grid induced truncation error estimate on the Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle structured overset grid system. (b) Pressure coefficient on a surface triangulation of the aft-attach hardware.

(2) Reverse one or more of J, K and L indices.

(3) Mirror about \(X = 0, Y = 0,\) or \(Z = 0\) plane.

(4) Scale or translate.

(5) Rotate about \(X, Y,\) or \(Z\) Cartesian axes.

(6) Remove un-used vertices.

(7) Extract all triangles on one side of a Cartesian cutting plane.

(8) Extract all triangles belonging to a given list of components.

SRAP - Grid Redistribution Tool

The SRAP module is used to redistribute grid points on a structured curve, surface or volume entity. In the case of a surface or volume entity, it is treated as a collection of curves in the J, K or L index direction. Points along each curve are fitted to a cubic spline, and then redistributed based on user input specifications. There is an option to project the new points back onto the original piece-wise linear definition of each curve. Redistribution can occur in one or more segments in each direction where each segment is defined by a start and end index. The user has four input specification options for redistributing points in a segment.

(1) Specify the new number of points and grid spacings at end points (OVERGRID reports the maximum stretching ratio).

(2) Specify the maximum stretching ratio and grid spacings at end points (OVERGRID reports the new number of points needed).

(3) Same as (2) but a maximum grid spacing is also specified.

(4) Specify a uniform spacing (OVERGRID reports the new number of points needed so that the grid spacing in a uniform mesh will not exceed the specified spacing).
Fig. 6 SRAP functions in OVERGRID. (a) Original surface. (b) Redistribution in one direction with clustering at end points. (c) Redistribution to uniform spacing in both directions.

The input grid spacings can be in absolute units or relative to the total arc length of the segment. The current absolute end grid spacings of the segment are displayed as information for the user. Results of redistribution options (2) and (4) are shown in Fig. 6.

**PROGRD - Grid Projection Tool**

The PROGRD module is used to project a set of active entities onto a set of reference entities. The reference entities may consist of structured surfaces or unstructured surface triangulations, but not a mixture of the two. Active entities may be structured curves or surfaces. Members of the reference and active entity sets can be graphically selected in OVERGRID. Grid points on the active entities are projected to a bilinear representation of the reference entities. The projection can be performed in the surface normal direction of the reference entities or in the X, Y, or Z directions. After the projection, the maximum distance moved by a point in the active entity set is reported to the user. The user can choose from one of the following three options if an active point falls outside the reference surfaces.

1. Do not move point.
2. Project point to closest cell on reference surfaces.
3. Project point to tangentially extrapolated reference surfaces.

Fig. 7 illustrates the use of PROGRD to model a bump on a blade. A surface grid was originally generated on a clean blade. Subsequent design changes introduced a small bump on the blade. The user decided that it is not critical to model the bump/blade intersection line exactly and that keeping the final configuration in a single grid is more important. PROGRD is used for this task to project the original blade grid (active entity) onto the bump grid (reference entity). Points on the blade grid outside of the bump are undisturbed by selecting option 1 above.

**4. Overset Grid Generation Tools**

A current strategy for creating overset grids around a complex configuration consists of the following steps.22

1. A high fidelity definition of the surface geometry is obtained in the form of multiple panel networks (structured patches) or an unstructured surface triangulation. Conversion from other data types such as IGES files or solid models may be necessary.
2. Surface feature curves and other surface curves are constructed from the surface geometry, e.g., intersection curve between components, sharp surface discontinuities, high surface curvature contours, and open boundaries.
3. The geometry surface is decomposed into four-sided domains. Some are bounded by one or more surface feature curves while others are not bounded by any. Concatenation and splitting of feature curves may be necessary.
4. Surface grids are generated on the decomposed domains by hyperbolic or algebraic methods.
5. Body-conforming volume grids in the near field are created from the surface grids by hyperbolic marching.
6. Off-body Cartesian box grids are generated to enclose the near-field volume grids and to extend the computational domain to the far field.
7. Hole cutting and interpolation stencil search between the volume grids are performed using domain connectivity software.21,28–30

To the frustration of overset grid users for many years, most common grid generation packages do not contain tools that are convenient for accomplishing the above steps. OVERGRID was specifically designed to connect steps 2 to 7, taking full advantage of the freedom allowed by the overset approach to grid generation. Implementation of the various overset related tools in OVERGRID are discussed in the subsections...
4.1. Surface Curve Creation Tools

The SEAMCR module is used to create surface curves from a surface definition consisting of multiple panel networks or a surface triangulation. For both types of geometry definitions, two methods are available for making surface curves: automatic extraction of surface feature curves, and intersection with a Cartesian cutting plane. In regions of low surface fidelity, e.g., a curved region represented by just a few panels or triangles, many small curves may be automatically extracted. A simple filter is available in such cases to reduce the number of curves generated. Persisting extraneous curves can then be deleted interactively. Fig. 8 shows feature curves automatically extracted by SEAMCR for the panel network geometry of the V-22 tiltrotor fuselage, wing and tail. Some extraneous seam curves are produced near the junction between the horizontal tail and the fuselage due to poor local surface geometry resolution. Fig. 9 shows a surface curve created by intersecting a given Cartesian plane and the surface triangulation. In general, multiple curves may be generated depending on the location of the cutting plane.

Two additional methods are available for creating surface curves on surface triangulations: connecting two specified vertices along existing triangle edges, and connecting two specified vertices via a direct surface path (Fig. 10). The first method is particularly useful for constructing curves along high curvature contours such as wing leading edges, while the second can be utilized to create a surface curve between two points visible to each other along the surface.

4.2. Surface Grid Generation Tools

After appropriate surface curves have been created, the user must determine a decomposition of the surface geometry into domains suitable for surface grid generation. The decomposition process frequently results in domains bounded by only one feature curve. Since neighboring grids are allowed to overlap arbitrarily, the other three boundaries of these domains can be freely floated. Such flexible requirements are ideally suited for hyperbolic surface grid generation. In cases where two or more feature curves bound a domain, algebraic methods are more appropriate. The SURGRD module described in Section 4.2.1 below has been designed for the above gridding strategy.

After creating surface grids in domains bounded by one or more feature curves, there may be regions of the surface that have not yet been covered. The user can define more surface curves and then use SURGRD to create more surface grids to fill the gaps; or use the SBLOCK module described in Section 4.2.2 to fill the gaps with automatically generated overlapping algebraic grids. In certain applications, it is desirable to create a wake cut behind an airfoil shape geometry.
to form a C-grid. The WKCut module discussed in Section 4.2.3 has been designed for this purpose.

4.2.1. SURGRD - Surface Grid Generator

The SURGRD module is used to create surface grids from 1, 2, 3, or 4 initial curves, using hyperbolic marching, algebraic marching, or transfinite interpolation (TFI) methods. Surface grids are created to conform to a bilinear representation of the surface geometry defined by a collection of panel networks or a surface triangulation.

For domains bounded by one initial curve, hyperbolic or algebraic marching is used. In most situations, hyperbolic marching is selected to provide orthogonality for the grid lines emanating from the initial curve. However, algebraic marching is sometimes more suitable to create skewed grid lines due to geometric constraints, e.g., marching from a wing/body intersection curve onto a swept wing by following a family of isoparametric lines on the wing surface definition.

For both hyperbolic and algebraic marching, OVERGRID provides widgets to specify the marching distance, initial and/or end spacings, and either the number of points to use or the maximum stretching ratio. Also, for hyperbolic marching, limited control of grid lines emanating from the end points of the initial curve is given via boundary condition specifications, e.g., constant plane, periodic, free floating, and floating along a specified curve. The marching distance can be made to vary for different points along the initial curve. Smoothing parameters are available for adjustment but are rarely needed except in very difficult cases. Fig. 11 shows the SURGRD window with widgets for setting input parameters and the DISPLAY window with several V-22 surface grids created by hyperbolic marching.

For domains bounded by two opposite, two adjacent, three, or four initial curves, transfinite interpolation is used. Additional straight lines are automatically constructed by SURGRD for two-curve and three-curve cases to fill in the missing bounding curves. Fig. 12 shows the automatically simplified SURGRD window for two opposite initial curves and the DISPLAY window with a TFI grid created between the two curves. The SURGRD window simplifies even further for two adjacent, three or four curves since no stretching function needs to be specified.

4.2.2. SBLOCK - Surface Gap Grid Generator

Given the surface geometry and a set of surface grids created around the feature curves, the SBLOCK module can be used to automatically generate algebraic surface grids to fill in regions on the surface not already covered. Details of the SBLOCK algorithm and code are found in Ref. 19. The OVERGRID interface is very simple, and provides widgets for the input of the uniform global grid spacing to be used for the algebraic grids. In practice, this module is rarely utilized since it tends to generate a large number of small grids that results in poor flow solver efficiency.

4.2.3. WKCut - Wake Cut Surface Grid Generator

The WKCut module is used to generate and add a wake cut to the surface grid of an airfoil shape such as a wing, flap, slat, fin, or pylon to form a C-grid. Default parameters are automatically set for the streamwise extent of the wake, the number of points used and the grid spacing. For more difficult cases such as a high/low wing and fuselage, the user can select parameters to modify the deflection angle of the wake cut such that the cut intersects the fuselage. This intersection requirement is needed for the construction of a collar grid in the wing/fuselage junction.

4.3. Volume Grid Generation Tools

After creating a set of overlapping surface grids, body-conforming volume grids have to be generated. Again, the overset approach only requires neighboring volume grids to overlap. This allows the specification of just the surface grid while the other five faces of the volume domain are free to float. A hyperbolic marching scheme is particularly suited for this type of grid. Significant user and computer time savings over iterative elliptic methods are possible using a marching scheme. Only one instead of six faces needs to be defined. Moreover, hyperbolic methods naturally provide the tight clustering needed near the surface for viscous computations, as well as high quality nearly orthogonal grids everywhere. The HYPERGEN module described in Section 4.3.1 has been designed to perform hyperbolic volume grid generation.

Body-conforming volume grids are usually grown a constant distance from the body, typically a fraction of the body length so that the outer boundaries of the volume grids are well clear of wall-bounded viscous effects. The BOXGR module described in Section 4.3.2 can then be used to automatically create stretched Cartesian box grids around the near field volume grids and extend the computational domain to the far field. An alternative to the BOXGR approach is to use multiple layers of adaptive off-body Cartesian grids that are automatically generated by the OVERFLOW module as discussed in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1. HYPERGEN - Hyperbolic Field Grid Generator
The HYPGEN module is utilized to create a three-dimensional volume grid by marching from a surface grid. For two-dimensional cases, a field grid on a plane is generated by marching from a curve. The marching distance, initial and/or end grid spacings and the number of points to use in the marching direction are specified by the user. Boundary conditions are automatically selected by OVERGRID based on the topology of the given surface grid, e.g., periodicity, singular axis point, constant plane, and others. A free floating boundary is selected if no special topology is detected. The user also has the choice to enforce different boundary conditions and to adjust smoothing parameters if needed for difficult cases such as highly acute concave corners. Since all near-body volume grids employ the same stretching function in the normal direction, OVERGRID allows the user to generate the volume grids for a group of surface grids using the same parameters with a single click of a button. As each volume grid is created, a table is displayed which shows if any negative Jacobians are found in each grid.

Fig. 13 shows the HYPGEN window with widgets for setting input parameters, and the DISPLAY window with several volume grids created by hyperbolic marching. For all volume grids shown here, a geometric stretching is used in the normal direction with the same marching distance, initial spacing, number of points and smoothing parameters. Default boundary conditions are employed for all grids (free floating for the cases shown). The eight volume grids shown contain a total of about 460000 points. It takes less than 15 seconds of wall clock time (user's labor time plus CPU time) to generate all eight grids on a Silicon Graphics R12000 workstation.

4.3.2. BOXGR - Stretched Cartesian Grid Generator

The BOXGR module is used to create a Cartesian box grid consisting of an interior core with uniform
Fig. 13  Samples of hyperbolic volume grids for the X-38 Model-G created under the HYPGEN interface.

spacing, and with optional stretched outer layers in the plus and minus X, Y, and Z directions. In BOXGR's automatic mode, the user selects one or more near-field volume grids, and BOXGR automatically creates a Cartesian box grid with uniform spacing that completely encloses all the selected volume grids. The uniform spacing is automatically chosen to match the average grid spacing at the outer boundaries of the volume grids, thus providing good inter-grid communication. In BOXGR's manual mode, coordinates of the corners of the interior core can be explicitly prescribed. In both automatic and manual mode, extra stretched layers in all directions can easily be added by specifying a distance and a stretching ratio (Fig. 14a).

The computational domain can be extended to the far field via the stretched layers or ellipsoidal shell option in BOXGR. In the latter, BOXGR automatically generates an ellipsoidal surface grid that fits one or more cells inside the outer boundaries of a given stretched Cartesian box grid, thus providing proper overlap; and the grid spacings in the tangential direction are made to match those of the Cartesian grid. A hyperbolic volume grid can then be grown from this surface to extend the computational domain to the far field. The ellipsoid topology allows a uniform expansion of the grid, resulting in grid point savings over the stretched Cartesian box option which keeps the tight uniform core spacing out to the far field (Fig. 14b). However, a drawback of the ellipsoid topology is the presence of the singular polar axes which could reduce flow solver stability for time accurate computations.

4.3.3. OVERFLOW-D Cartesian Grid Generator

The OVERFLOW-D program provides an option to automatically create off-body Cartesian grids.

Fig. 14  Automatically generated grids by the BOXGR module. (a) Stretched Cartesian box grid with uniform core. (b) Far field ellipsoidal surface and volume grid.
Starting from a collection of near-body curvilinear volume grids, off-body Cartesian grids of successive levels of refinements are created. The finest level (level 1) is closest to the body and encloses all near-body grids with a grid spacing that matches the outer boundary spacings of the near-body grids. Progressively coarser levels of grids are generated based on proximity to the body. OVERGRID provides an interface for the specification of the level 1 grid spacing and special control planes at the outer boundaries of the Cartesian domain, e.g., a symmetry plane or a ground plane. OVERFLOW-D can be called from OVERGRID in the off-body Cartesian grid generation mode and the results displayed in the graphics window (Fig. 15).

5. Boundary Conditions Selection

After creating the volume grids, it is advantageous to determine the boundary conditions to be applied to each grid prior to performing domain connectivity and flow solution computation. This is because boundary condition information constitutes a significant part of the input required for both of these procedures. OVERGRID offers a module to automatically select boundary conditions for each grid based on grid topology (periodic, singular axis, constant plane, symmetry plane, wake cut). Furthermore, an intelligent estimate on the locations of viscous and inviscid walls is made based on heuristic rules. A menu is also available in the interface for manual override of any automatically selected inputs (Fig. 16). Additionally, a fast visual check on the automatically selected values is available in the DISPLAY window where grid surfaces can be colored by boundary condition type. The resulting set of boundary conditions for each grid can be written to input files for domain connectivity tools and flow solvers such as OVERFLOW. Moreover, existing input files for such tools where the boundary conditions were selected manually can be read into OVERGRID and their validity checked on the graphical display. Overall, significant time savings can be achieved with this interface in the laborious and error prone process of boundary conditions specifications for grid systems involving a large number of grids.

6. Domain Connectivity Tools

The task of domain connectivity involves surface projection, hole cutting and fringe points interpolation. Interpolation stencils are adjusted in surface projection to remove the effect of slight mismatches between overlapping surface grids due to discretization. Hole cutting is the identification and tagging of field grid points from one grid that lie inside the solid boundary of a body. Fringe points interpolation is needed to provide communication between neighboring grids. Such points arise at the boundaries of a grid that overlaps with another grid (outer boundary points), and at the boundaries of holes left by the hole cutting process (hole boundary points). Interpolation stencils from neighboring grids are sought for these points which require inter-grid communication.

OVERGRID provides connection to two domain connectivity programs, PEGASUS5 and OVERFLOW-D. Both programs utilize the complete list of boundary conditions for each grid to determine the locations of fringe points. Such information is supplied by OVERGRID's boundary conditions selection module (Section 5).

PEGASUS5's approach to hole cutting relies on an automatic capability plus additional manual hole cuts which are sometimes needed for difficult cases. The automatic hole cutting surfaces can be derived directly from the list of solid wall boundary conditions that are set for each grid. After writing an OVERFLOW input file from OVERGRID, one of the PEGASUS5 tools will take this file and generate a PEGASUS5 input file and also create the directory structure necessary to start the run.

OVERFLOW-D's approach to hole cutting is based on object X-rays. Hole cutters have to be user-defined, where a hole cutter is a collection of surfaces that forms a closed volume. Object X-rays are then built from the hole cutters. Each object X-ray consists of a set of pierce points on the hole cutter's surface. The list of grids that are cut by each hole cutter also has to be specified. OVERGRID provides a graphical utility for specifying the hole cutters and generating the object X-rays under the GEN_X utility. Resulting object X-rays are visualized by sweeping through constant X or Y planes with the surface pierce points displayed in symbols (Fig. 17). A menu is also available to create the input file and execute the domain connec-

Fig. 15 Off-body Cartesian grids for the X-38 created by the OVERFLOW-D module.
7. Flow Solver Input Preparation

OVERFLOW\textsuperscript{37} and OVERFLOW-D\textsuperscript{36} are compressible Navier-Stokes flow solvers for overset grids that are widely used for both research and production purposes. Many options have been implemented to allow for a variety of flow physics, numerical methods, geometrical complexities, and computer architectures. The general nature of the code allows a potentially complicated input file. For example, about 30 parameters can be specified globally and about 70 parameters can be specified locally for each grid in OVERFLOW. A namelist input format is utilized where defaults are automatically set for all parameters and only the parameters that apply to a particular problem need to be specified. However, it is still a formidable task for a novice user to understand exactly which parameters, out of the long specifiable list, are required for a particular problem.

OVERGRID offers a simplified interface for the selection and entry of the most commonly used options and inputs such as flow conditions, numerical methods, time steps, and turbulence models (Fig. 18). One important feature is the automatic selection of boundary conditions with optional manual override under the boundary conditions module described in Section 5. With the OVERGRID interface, the namelist input preparation time for the OVERFLOW and OVERFLOW-D flow solvers can be reduced by a factor of at least 2 to 5 for most complex problems.

8. Multiple-Component Dynamics

Steady flow computations on complex geometries are now routinely performed in both research and production environments. Although more expensive, unsteady flow computations are also becoming more common as a result of advances in computer technology. However, computations involving multiple components in relative dynamic motion remain scarce. This is due to three main reasons. First, this class of problems can only be computed in time-accurate mode, and thus are inherently costly. Second, domain connectivities be-
Fig. 18 OVERFLOW flow solver input options interface.

tween grids need to re-computed at every time step. Third, the dynamics involved can be extremely complex, and there is no simple method for the user to specify the motion. An interface is designed in OVERGRID to help alleviate the third problem.

Components can be defined in OVERGRID where each component may be stationary or move relative to an inertial frame. The interface allows the user to define the grids that belong to each component. Also, each component is allowed to move in one of two ways: (1) six-degrees-of-freedom motion under the influence of aerodynamic forces and moments, gravity, and any externally applied loads, or (2) prescribed motion.

In case (1), the flow solver computes the resultant aerodynamic forces and moments acting on each component and the dynamics is determined by solving the equations of motion. The input parameters required are component properties such as mass, weight, moments of inertia, and externally applied loads. Widgets are provided in OVERGRID for the entry of these parameters. This information is then communicated to the flow solver via a namelist input file.

In case (2), the motion of each component needs to be prescribed by the user and the information transmitted to the flow solver. OVERGRID provides an interface for specifying a simple class of motions consisting of a sequence of constant translational velocities and angular speeds for each component. The programmed motion can then be viewed inside OVERGRID via an animation of the defined components (Fig. 19). Work is in progress to represent this information in a data file that can be read by different flow solvers (also see Section 9). Currently, the OVERFLOW-D solver requires a user to supply a subroutine containing the prescribed motion information. While this allows the most general types of motion possible, it is difficult for a novice user to get started even for very simple cases. The ability to prescribe a wide class of motions via a data file will significantly reduce the user work required for problem setup and allow simulations involving multiple components in relative motion to be more common place.

9. Conclusions and Future Plans

A unified and practical graphical user interface for efficient and streamlined handling of the overset grid computational simulation process is presented. The goal is to reduce the manual effort needed in the steps prior to running the flow solver. Procedures covered include geometry processing, surface and volume grid generation, boundary conditions specification, domain connectivity, diagnostics, flow solver input preparation, and treatment of multiple component dynamics.

The OVERGRID project started a few years ago when there was no satisfactory interface that contained all the tools necessary for efficient overset grid generation. Today, its capabilities have expanded beyond grid generation to the above list, and remains one of the few options available to overset grid users with complex geometry applications. Typically, a three to four-fold reduction in manual process time is achieved using the software. Further significant time savings are obtained using the scripting capability. The software is being utilized by numerous U.S. organizations in various government laboratories, industry groups, and universities under a non-disclosure agreement.

The future development plan for OVERGRID consists of a long list. One of the major items is to implement the capability to create surface grids based on CAD geometry definitions such as trimmed NURBS
surfaces and solid models. Another area that requires work is the automatic coverage of the surface domain from multiple hyperbolically generated surface grids. As domain connectivity tools evolve, OVERGRID will keep hooks to the most current and robust modules. Input generation for flow solvers other than OVERFLOW can be easily added. Work is in progress to design a general framework for multiple component hierarchy and relative motion dynamics expanding the simplified approach described in this paper. Communications to the flow solver will most likely be made via an XML file. A flexible format will be designed to allow interfacing with flow solvers from both structured and unstructured grid approaches.
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